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Collaborating with a Difference:
How A South African Writing Center Brings Comfort to the Contact Zone

by Twila Yates Papay
I use this term [contact zones] to refer to social spaces where cultures meet, clash, and
grapple with each other, often in contexts of highly asymmetrical relations of power,

such as colonialism, slavery, or their aftermaths as they are lived out in many parts of
the world today. (Pratt 34)

When Maiy Louise Pratt applied her thorny idea of the contact zone to literacy communities, she raised a complicated challenge for writing centers to move beyond the usual par-

adigm. Certainly writing center pedagogy is radical, envisioning (á la Bruffee) peers
meeting to share writing in process, thus replacing hierarchy with collaborative learning.
And a continuing problem for such learning, as North reminds us, is its obvious contradiction of higher education models. That is, the very faculty assigning papers may not understand the heuristics of a writing process or the need of writers to develop ideas in a space of

positive reinforcement. But Pratt's contact zones raise another concern. Given our pedagogical emphasis on providing "comfort zones," will we ever move student clients into the

more troubling areas of confrontation and difference and the unsettling truths of power
differentials? Perhaps this would not matter so much if students were encountering contact zones in the classroom, if hierarchical notions of foundational learning did not continue to challenge multiple interpretations of data or student constructions of knowledge. Yet
given the university lecture model, as well as evidence of students expecting the repetition

of hierarchical models in the writing center, it may be important for us to provide the
opportunity for clash, for "a systematic approach to the all -important concept of cultural

mediation ' (Pratt 40).
About the Author
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Such an agenda might be appropriate and sensible in the very writing centers that have

traditionally provided "safe houses in which to construct shared understandings, knowledges, claims on the world that they can then bring into the contact zone" (Pratt 40). That
is, we might envision the writing center as both the comfort zone for first explorations and

the contact zone for setting our ideas into the larger context of contradiction and, eventu-

ally, mediation. To do so would argue the need for multiple visions, diverse populations,
perhaps a challenge to the very privilege underlying many writing centers in the United
States. But can we even move beyond the heavy reliance on the resources that accompany

privilege?
While little in the literature suggests that writing centers demand abundant resources,
nuts and bolts conversation tends to focus on money: paying peer consultants and clerical
staff low salaries; offering a credit-bearing training course; obtaining equipment and sup-

plies; gaining suitable space; sharing in funds for travel; recompensing a dedicated (usually overworked) director; granting that director time to explain writing center practices to

wary colleagues. Indeed, successful writing centers in the United States have often been
those able to maintain institutional support and a share of local resources. Others have
foundered when soft money dried up. (Some, of course, have been lost in a clash between

shared -ownership models and hierarchical administrators.) Given the uncertainty of
writing center support in our own land of relative abundance, I began to wonder how
emerging centers in less prosperous environments manage to survive at all. With traditional faculties and few resources, how might directors propagate and pay for the essen-

tially collaborative idea of a writing center? How might collaboration work in shifting
arenas of entitlement at institutions devoid of privilege? And how might such centers be
influenced by their situations in larger cultures struggling to deconstruct and respond to
long- established power differentials? Comfort or contact: which might prevail?

Getting from Here to There
At the same time that I was reflecting on these issues, I wanted to go to Africa, for rea-

sons professional and personal, for writing centers and collaboration, travel writing and a

fascination with the species self. When a faculty officer from University of the Western
Cape visited the Rollins Writing Center, I accepted an invitation to work with peer tutoring

programs in South Africa during my sabbatical the following year. Traditionally
"coloured,"1 University of the Western Cape (UWC) had begun accepting black and white
students at the end of apartheid. Lacking university funding, the Writing Center depended
6 Collaborating with a Difference
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solely upon yearly grants from the Desmond Tutu Foundation. Through UWC, I would meet

with writing center personnel at Peninsula Technikon, as well as working briefly with a
writing center immersion program for newly admitted Zulu and Xhosa students at exclu-

sive, time-honored Stellenbosch University. (There classes are still taught in Afrikaans,2
the language of oppression for people of color, some 90% of the population.) Facing finan-

cial limitations, a history of inferior schooling for the diverse non-white majority, and a
national imperative for "redress," South Africa's post -apartheid writing centers are struggling to offer all the support their clients so desperately need. During my time there I would

observe the complex work of peer tutors and faculty, offer workshops at UWC and
Stellenbosch, participate in a graduate research project, respond to the UWC Director's
thesis -in- process, engage in countless conversations, and meet colleagues whom I would
be very sad to leave.
Getting there, however, was no easy task. The very logistics of my visit were complicated.

For one thing, the regular breakdown of UWC's email facilities rendered communications
disjointed. Moreover, a massive protest of students desperate for education but unable to
pay their bills disrupted the entire University during the time of my planning. Of course,
these problems for the institution were among many reminders that I was entering a huge

arena with complex and multiple concerns. All the questions of post- apartheid education,

politics and the role of writing centers, economics and infrastructures were bound up in
these and other struggles. People's lives and the future of South African social constructions were on the line. There was so much to learn; so many fruitful studies could offer
North Americans a better understanding of options we ourselves have not considered. To
be in South Africa in the early months of 1999 was to be in the midst of hopes and fears and
heady conversations on the possibilities of a society rewriting itself. Surely in time a host of

interdisciplinary studies will enrich our understanding of distinctive South African solu-

tions to deep and abiding problems.
Given the rich historical and political contexts of South African writing centers, then, my

own small study was primarily an information -gathering expedition, an opportunity to tug
at a single thread of complexity. I wanted to work in a South African writing center and see

what I might learn of issues and solutions. My original questions of how such centers survive, what sorts of support they offer, how they serve students in the face of cultures which

themselves constitute contact zones- these would soon fade into the larger landscape of
questions that emerged from the very answers I began to frame.
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In the face of such enormities, though, I worried about small practicalities as well. Would

I even be welcome on this campus to which I'd been invited? Or would I merely be in the

way? When my husband and I arrived on campus, students who had never heard of the
Writing Center refused to just send us on our way. Keeping us talking, they ran around
seeking directions. "You will not mind if I accompany you," a sociology major finally suggested. " If I give you directions, you would perhaps be lost. And my directions would not be
certain."

Eventually we found the Center, where consultations occurred amid computer -training

sessions. Greeting us, the consultants sent for Showhaal, an Assistant in the Coordinator's

office. The Center's facilities were spread over small locales in two buildings, while its
umbrella organization, the Academic Development Center, was housed in a third. Though
Ms. Parkerson was on leave that week finishing her thesis, I was shown the Center's docu-

ments, which made use of writing center theory and pedagogy from a range of sources.

When someone phoned her, I asked what I could do first to help; she decided to come in
the next morning. Within two days I was offered computer usage, office space, and the loan

of a colleague's email address, generous amenities in a place where everything was shared.

Two Directors , One Collaboration
We began with different expectations. Certainly I wanted to learn about an African writ-

ing center: to understand solutions to the issues of traditional faculty thinking and the
absence of resources, to study the possibilities of both "comfort" and "contact," to come to
grips with problems quite beyond an American frame of reference. But I meant this to be

service learning. My goal was to learn through furthering their work by any means they
might ask.
By contrast, though she wished to be courteous, Andrea Parkerson's focus was on limit-

ing problems I might cause. "What I expected," she wrote in her notes on the visit, "was

tedious damage -control, trying to limit what Twila might say about us. I suppose I was
missing the point." Hired through a grant to bring "Cape Coloured" women into positions
of influence, Andrea had grown accustomed to interference. As she wrote later, "Generally

American academics presented their cards, took up an hour of my time, and went off to
enjoy Cape Town. Before Twila and I began emailing, a visiting scholar had worked through
the Vice -Rector. After enduring her observations and criticisms, we were not privy to her
report, which was later cited by those bent on dismantling our Writing Centre. And so we
8 Collaborating with a Difference
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were leeiy of Twila's visit, wondering whose ends she would serve. But I still remember our
first conversation. She asked how she could help us.
"What surprised me was her curiosity, the fact that she genuinely wanted to know about

us, that she phrased her thinking as questions. In our many conversations over South
African and American idioms, I think she was surprised to discover language patterns we
were learning from her. 'Is it?' she pointed out, was our signal phrase to continue a conversation, to ask for more information. Hers was 'Really?' And she often told us what she

was hearing, translating our frustrated problems into the context of our own practical
solutions."

For my part, I discovered a Writing Center with little funding, well-read peer tutors, and

a deeply felt understanding of collaboration. I was given the opportunity to observe practices peer consultants had developed to support the learning of clients with vastly different

backgrounds and levels of readiness. I heard of frustrated attempts and striking successes
in moving lecturers to alter and define the writing tasks they handed out. I watched collaborative groups struggling to comprehend each other, both linguistically and culturally. And

I saw consultants urging clients to confront real differences, to argue over meanings, to
challenge the reading of others. (This willingness to confront in a context of shared confusion and frequent laughter was what I most wished to bring back to the training of peer con-

sultants loathe to be tough on their clients.) WTiat I gave in exchange at three institutions

was a matter of translation: noting connections between the theory they'd read and the
practical interactions in their Writing Centers, asking them to give voice to practices they'd
developed, holding a mirror to what they'd not had the time to notice. In this work we first

came to articulate the forms of collaboration at the heart of UWC's Writing Center.

Wrote Andrea in her conclusions: "Another surprise was her focus on collaborative
learning. Worried when she mentioned it, uniformly bad at defining it, the peer consultants

were delighted to realize how collaborative their work actually is. Citing tribal models and

explaining how they worked, they appreciated Twila's asking questions rather than giving

instructions. In our rush to adopt American practices, we'd perhaps not considered our
own. Comparing our practices to those of American models made us more confident to
share ours."

Though my own vision of this sharing expanded throughout the visit, I cherish an image

of conversation on a battered sofa outside the office I'd been assigned. Every day consult-

ants dropped by and described solutions they'd found to particular client expectations,
chatted about consultations I'd sat in on, reflected on clients' applications of personal per-
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spectives to the concepts of the classroom. Faculty in the area joined the conversation and
pondered their own roles in promoting learning via lectures and tasks assigned. Here, too,
I read drafts of a graduate research project in process and told stories of American centers.

Every day Andrea and I would talk about policies she was shaping, compare notes on personnel conflicts, plan what I might cover in my workshops for her. Day by day we noted the

wedding of theory and practice in a Center lacking nothing but funding in the face of inordinate need.

Needs and Resources
In applying the collaborative model so obvious in her Center to all her University work,

Andrea turned to peer consultants as we all do to stretch resources and shape new ideas.
Our conversations reminded me of how frequently we resolve resource issues in all Centers
through reliance on staff ingenuity, or cope with shortages through good-natured griping.

In fact, UWC needs held few surprises, though they included some items most North
American centers already have. Andrea's wish list was comprehensive: "Even if student
staff were doubled, we'd still turn clients away. But I also want a good administrative offi-

cer, a credible academic person to create links with faculty, and a multimedia laboratory
officer. My post should include travel and writing. I spend too much time maintaining and

too little time 'growing' the Centre. Space is important too: the Centre should be open,
bright and welcoming, with plants and a coffee machine and quiet spaces for students to

work. And I'd like space and capacity to develop materials for self-access learning. How

about a fax machine, a photocopier, a portable overhead projector (for workshops and
seminars), and our own budget for paper?"
In short, the African centers I visited appear to reflect universal concerns, magnified by
serious funding issues. Consider what peer tutors wrote about their needs-.
"Our task- improving student academic performance through one -on- one intervention-

is difficult," said Judith, "because academic literacy problems are not regarded by
University management as priorities. So we constantly have to struggle for funding
and resources."

"And University funding policies affect ours," added Dylan, the computer specialist. "So
we look arbitrary as well. We've had to consider raising the price of printing drafts in the
Writing Centre. I worry all the time that our students can't afford to do their work. How can

we recommend revision- then charge what students can't afford in order to print it?"
10 Collaborating with a Difference
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Others agreed, enlarging upon a concern voiced by Nancy Grimm at the same time I was
working in South Africa: "Whether or not a writing tutor feels she is in a position of institutional power, the students who walk into a room institutionally labeled 'Writing Center'

automatically construct the tutors sitting inside the room as having institutional
authority" (n3).
This institutional imperative might, in fact, govern expectations at all levels. As Janine
noted, "Students come to us for simple editing. Often the need is for 'conceptual editing,'
but students resist this serious work in favor of the little corrections they've been told to

expect."

"Besides," said Angel, "students don't take the Writing Centre seriously. Few faculty
encourage its use, while others make it compulsory. But if students don't understand the
need, they feel that the consultants are wasting their time."

In the face of these larger issues, UWC peer consultants were working with Andrea to
schedule meetings with faculty, lecturers, and tutors, to share resources with Departments,
and to develop a university -wide understanding of their work. Yet most of their time was
focused on defining that veiy work through day-to-day interactions in their Center.

Defining Practice: The Voices of South African Peer Consultants at Work
Through workshopping, conversing with me, and framing a number of questions about

their own practices, the UWC peer consultants eventually drafted materials to be shaped
into a collaborative conversation with Rollins peer consultants at the National Conference
on Peer Tutoring in Writing. At times they focused on ways they'd realized their own expe-

riences paralleled those of North American centers. Even more striking, though, were the
ways in which seemingly comparable practices were undeniably embedded in vastly different needs and local circumstances for South African centers. Out of these differences arose

distinctive South African examples of three frequently voiced principles that appeared to
govern their work.

Central to the UWC model was the need for a safe house . Students of uneven educational

backgrounds arising from the days of apartheid required a welcoming space where they
might figure out the more formal expectations of the classroom and the written assignment.

Emerging from a history of oppression, the peer consultants were reminiscent of Pratt in
their sensitivity to the need for safety and the possibility of learning from mistakes. Bheki
explained succinctly: "As a family we see our Centre as a lifeline for UWC students because

we rescue many who cannot be assisted elsewhere." Peer consultants were uniformly
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sensitive to the supportive environment in which a lost or wayward student might move
toward excellence or at least toward greater awareness.

At UWC, as at many large universities in the United States, academic survival implies a
passage out of obscurity. Judith voiced the sense of mission UWC consultants felt for their
work when she wrote, "I'd like students to view the Centre as a place to empower and equip

them with skills to survive the demands of academic work. The Writing Centre must be a
comfort zone in a way that lectures are not. Here students do not have to cope with the pres-

sure of marks or the fear of addressing lecturers directly."

Hermine described a wider application of the safe house, stressing how collaboration on

larger projects empowers students to work from a position of strength: "Recently we've
developed department and community organization workshops to engage in more interac-

tive, creative learning activities. One topic we've tackled is Welcoming Diversity,' an issue
with particular relevance for us in South Africa since we come from very diverse social and

educational backgrounds. By welcoming diversity, we can understand one another and
create better working environments.
"In fact, this new interactive work has given me commonality in the midst of our differ-

ences. Of course, we all feel empowered by expressing our views in writing. But discover-

ing that our views and practices are shared on another continent leads me to suspect that
everyone works in a Writing Centre for the same reason I do: to engage in stimulating dis-

cussion and to contribute to student development (including our own intellectual and pro-

fessional development)."
The consultants' understanding of their clients' development in safe space led naturally
to a second principle, a process model of learning. While Vygotsky's zone of proximal devel-

opment was unfamiliar to them, all the consultants possessed a clear experiential base for

recognizing developmental stages and working from (or just above) a client's level.
Explained Chernay, f,I suppose I always ask my clients to take one more step. I recognize
what the writer knows how to do- and then I say, "What's next? And what meaning are you
trying to create?"'

In thus comprehending social constructivist meaning- making, consultants echoed their
reading of Bruffee: "What tutees need is help in translating the terms of the communities

they are trying to enter- the academic and professional disciplines, people who read and
write standard written English- into the terms of the communities they already belong to,

and vice versa" ( Collaborative Learning , 81). All knew something as well of the work on

revision carried out by Sommers and Murray, but their discussions were consistently
1 2 Collaborating with a Difference
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experiential, drawn from a base of actual consultations which worked through the levels of
client needs.

Wrote Judith: "Many students come specifically for help in decoding the essay topic. As
UWC faculty questions are neither clear nor precise, we help students figure out approaches." (My observation of this process revealed a tendency to draw clients toward conflicting

responses, to encourage them to discuss topics together and pose solutions leading to vig-

orous debate.)
Moving through students' readings of often-opaque instructions, peer consultants such
as Judith assisted students in complicating understandings of academic expectations. Or as
Grimm would have it, 'The tutor must learn to articulate the often hidden cues that tell him

how to maneuver within the constraints of an assignment" (114).

Janine clarified this practice when she explained how clients build multiple skills.
Typically, her observation was grounded in the specifics of consultations: "We help our
clients connect skills at ascending levels. I remember working with two students from my
Women and Gender Studies Honours Programme. Both were from Tanzania, where the first

language is Swahili. Each had a basic knowledge of English, but better oral than writing
skills. As we developed a relationship, our consultations became multi-faceted, blending
reading, writing and presentation strategies. Both students developed considerably, judging from their being able to do more work on their own with fewer consultations. By practicing all the skills in context this past term, we were able to raise their writing skills more

than I had anticipated."
Another aspect of their process model- figuring out suitable learning strategies on the
spot- was particularly fascinating in South Africa. The recognition of time and patience and
student decisions in the learning process, as opposed to the regimen enforced by terms and
grades and inevitable deadlines, is often the most telling distinction between peer and fac-

ulty intervention. To achieve this paradigm shift, peer consultants probably develop what

Iris Marion Young calls "a respectful stance of wonder towards other people" (56),
acknowledging the gradual unfolding of new and potentially alien ideas for consideration.
As Bheki noted, "The surprises clients bring are lovely, if we can only help them trust in
their own creative minds."

But the issue of time and progress is compounded in South Africa, where peers function
in multiple languages, while still acknowledging English to be the new language of instruc-

tion. At Stellenbosch, Marga worked for the only place on campus where instruction actu-

ally is in English, the English Department! Here's how she described the issue: "Even when
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you and the client really want to focus on ideas, sometimes language skills are too
unmatched. I can have a basic conversation in Zulu, and most of my clients can talk about a
class in some sort of English. But when you're talking about the writing, I only have concepts in English (maybe Afrikaans), and they've never seen anything written in Zulu anyway. But they aren't ready for University language. So we resort to grammar out of context,

but it doesn't help."
When asked how they decide which language to converse in, the more experienced ITWC

consultants offered classic examples of clients identifying needs. (So smooth were their
transitions, incidentally, that when I observed them in action, they were not always aware
that they had shifted languages at all.) Bheki explained, "As we talk at the beginning of the
consultation, I get a sense of what language the student is comfortable with. But at times I
switch between languages during the consultation, depending on the nature of the draft."

Janine was clearer on the pedagogical implications of what these consultants called
code -switching: "Since I'm only conversant in English and Afrikaans, with a basic knowl-

edge of Xhosa, I mainly do consultations in English, unless an Afrikaans one is requested.

But I'm aware of language problems experienced by Nguni speakers, so I can show them
why certain errors occur. This empowers students when they understand how their mother tongue affects their second language proficiency."

But empowerment, Hermine suggested, is perhaps not so important as practice. Tm
more confident with English for academic purposes," she argued. "Though my first language is Afrikaans, it's difficult switching during a consultation, or in the academic envi-

ronment, since I'm familiar with academic concepts in English. We do sometimes practice
'code -switching' (conversing in a mixture of two languages for clarity), if the student needs
to. But the cue for code -switching is taken from the student. It is not formally agreed upon

at the start, since it may become problematic at any point. We are all inclined to converse

in English. Needing to express themselves in English in their essays, students wish to
practice." So students' needs may dictate language choices, but the need for clarity must be

balanced by the need to practice in English.
Still, Judith offered the last word on the subject, complicating the issue with her own

experiential shift in perception: "For me, the language of the consultation has become an
issue. Though I once assumed consultations could only be effective in English, my experi-

ences are disproving this. Many students voice insecurities regarding English, the dominant language of instruction. Their belief that language fluency is only about accuracy of

grammar prevents their practicing English. In such cases, I code -switch between two
1 4 Collaborating with a Difference
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languages. Still, clients must be reminded that English is the language of instruction. Codeswitching should be a device to help improve understanding in English, so that the writing

and reading processes will become easier." Again, clients' needs dictate practice, but need
itself is not easy to assess.
As with many consulting practices, then, the waters are murky. Go de -switching itself is

complicated and only partially understood, as Luisa Duran demonstrates. I wondered
whether peer consultants deeply immersed in North American culture could learn to practice what UWC consultants meant by "co de -switching"? Probably not; even UWC consultants hesitated to offer advice. Somehow, the link between client and consultant presumably

provides cues here, as in other aspects of student -driven learning. But how? Are clients
really "signaling" the switch? Or does it happen when peer consultants are losing control?
Is it, in fact, another form of hierarchy with the peer consultant establishing the "rules"?

Still, those consultations I observed tended to begin and end in English, with short bursts
of other languages punctuated by laughter.
A third UWC principle- respect for student -genera ted learning embedded in a contact zone-

probably arose from the veiy diversity of the clientele. Again the Bruffee model is clearly

evinced, though Jacoby's emphasis on making use of what peers "are not" (1) is essential.
Certainly Hermine recognized the power of peer exchanges to transcend the classroom lecture, particularly with higher-level students ready to bring text and conversation to bear on

practical problems. "Senior and graduate students," she wrote, "display greater understanding of the issues, and often describe their own needs. Transference of skills from one
consultation to the next, and thus from one draft or essay to the next, occurs routinely. This

year I've helped fourth -year occupational therapy students develop their group research
projects. As facilitator, I created a controlled space for researchers to engage in structured
conversation and debate about their progress, as well as identifying, analyzing and finding
solutions to problem areas. Through my role, researchers felt empowered to improve their

work via focused discussions on content, clarity, and language issues."

For UWC Writing Center researchers (including Hermine), I performed the same role.
Attending their presentation forum, I then worked with each on a publication draft about

one- on-one intervention with particular case studies. How empowering it was for me to
help them structure their writing plans, even as they were empowered to talk through the

issues with an interested outsider new to the culture they described. Such collaborative
learning was just what my sabbatical proposal had envisioned, as it offered me a place in
facilitating the learning I was actually there to study. This role is a rare treat for a faculty
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member, who must so often practice Elbow's dichotomy, serving as both cheerleader and
standard-bearer.

In recognizing the complexity of UWC student learning needs and expectations,

Hermine also defined the tug and pull between consultant and client obligations.
"Students have serious problems with clarity," she remarked, "assuming implied meanings will be grasped. First -language transference compounds the problem, where grammatical rules in the first language are applied to English. Fortunately, we need only help the

client take the next step; we do not concern ourselves with the entire learning process."
Bheki retorted that we can only read what is there: "Yes, we see drafts with such serious

language problems that meaning is totally obscured, leaving us as readers in the gloom!"
Always precise about the nature of the work, though, Hermine countered with the classic delineation of the peer consultant's role: "Then we have to be careful not to correct the

text, but to ask questions and cite information that will help clients learn to think and
revise in English."
Facilitating student-based learning, then, is possible if peer consultants walk the careful line between questioning and correcting. Such practice underscores the complexity of
communication in writing centers. In suggesting that what happens is really "asymmetrical reciprocity" (49), Iris Young recognizes the limitations of defining the work strictly in

terms of peers, noting that "each position and perspective transcends the others" (50).
Certainly in the UWC consultations client and consultant brought dramatically differing
perspectives to the table, creating a contact zone where conflicts and confrontations were
generally handled on both sides with dignity and talked through with patience.

This same principle of student- owned (though asymmetrical) responsibilities for learning led to the evolution of a host of practices. Chernay, for example, recognized how confi-

dence levels may affect linguistic and structural needs. Hence, consulting strategies must
be linked to a particular client's comfort level with a specific content. "More advanced stu-

dents," she wrote, "have another problem: integrating and interacting with other voices
(that is, outside sources). This often stems from a lack of confidence in their own ideas.
Relying too heavily on the source as authority leads to forms of plagiarism rather than a

stronger sense of one's own views. The negative results are often evident in what comes
across as language and structural difficulties. We have to help clients find ways around this

problem. If a student is more confident in the subject area, the writing seems far more

structured with fewer language problems obstructing meaning." In short, form follows
content . . . but only if the writer believes in what she has to say. Here too the presence of a
1 6 Collaborating with a Difference
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"contact zone" may be at least as important as comfort, enabling the student to confront the

possibility of alternative readings.

In a broader context, all the consultants insisted upon enabling learning, raising questions based on individual conversations rather than offering rules or instructions. "This
makes for an argumentative atmosphere at times," remarked Janine, "but at least the students are figuring out their own problems. As long as the Centre feels safe, the quarreling

will make them stronger." Of necessity peer consultants proceed via questions, given their

limited knowledge of the class, the assignment, even the client's needs, which gradually
unfold in the process of consultation.

Dylan captured this complexity in reflecting on UWC computer sessions. "Computer
training is always mixed up with rhetoric and language issues. I never know how many kinds

of tutoring I'll be doing at once. But all I really have to do is ask enough questions, helping

clients to find their own best ways to learn." Asked to characterize his sessions, he was
cheerful but adamant that he could not. "Where do I begin with a client? Well, but it's so
much more complicated than that. Of course, I must find out what they don't know of word

processing, something their first words probably tell me. But what do they want to write?
How do they think? How will the keyboard and the computer power of revision write new

possibilities into their texts? When will the computer's charm outweigh the client's fears?
And how do you focus your thinking in the presence of this powerful new force?" So each of

Dylan's clients was a wonder (in Iris Young's language), whose specific answers framed the
nature of the session. Moving from comfort to contact appeared to come naturally in a setting where everyone knew the potential for difference.

An Old Idea in a New Context: Collaboration African Style
For me these conversations with the UWC consultants were an endless source of fascina-

tion, as each introduced me to the wonders of universal ideas transformed by local needs.
Their collaborations underscored my trust in community, my sense that we are none of us
meant to work alone. Alone as we are as human beings, we succeed in larger tasks only as we
build community around us. In Africa I was primarily the observer, learning as others chose
to show me a complexity quite different from my own. Together we seemed to confirm that

even challenge and disagreement can thrive if collaboration and community remain at the

center of our work. Indeed, what was difficult at first for the Stellenbosch University
Program appeared to be an administrative sense of hierarchy, a lack of familiarity with the

lived experience and accumulated knowledge of the Zulu and Xhosa students their new
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immersion program was intended to serve. Initial administrative planning seemed to have

been focused on the language of "delivering instruction," until peer tutors and lecturers
were drawn to the Bruffee model.

One such was Hansie, a blind consultant who came to a workshop on collaborative
response along with Pagan, a guide -dog with whom he clearly collaborated. As we walked

out together at the end of the session, Hansie expressed concern for possibilities he'd
ignored. "But I've done everything wrong!" he exclaimed. "I see they won't write better if I

just red-pencil the entire paper. But that's what I thought I should do. I just returned a
hundred papers with no encouragement, no peer group work, no questions or even curiosity on my part. They may not even read what I wrote. And they'll hate me as well. Do you
think it's too late for me to collaborate with these students?"

Hansie learned what more experienced UWC peer consultants already practiced. But
new peer consultants from Peninsula Technikon (who sat in on UWC workshops) were
amazed at UWC consultants' use of collaborative learning. Wrote one: "It's surprising that

so many people in so many places have thought of creating a Writing Centre. And then
exchanging the idea. I never realized how collaborative an idea this is."

Said another: "I see collaborative learning at the very heart of writing centres. That
makes it a village, not just a job." As the days of silencing anybody in South Africa are clear-

ly over, these tutors had begun relaxing the rules of academe to work in a new and more

promising context they were shaping. In many of their sessions, peer consultants and
clients worked together to examine alternative perspectives and challenge multiple interpretations. In short, the comfort zone was expanded by mutual consent to a field of conflict

and negotiation. In the work Janine described with the two Tanzanian women, for example,

her own experience of women in the workplace led her to challenge the clients' argument
in support of lower pay. Drawing experience into play led one client to begin measuring the
value of unpaid "women's work at home," a more radical idea than Janine herself had con-

sidered. As the argument continued through several sessions, each of the three women
drew further away from the original, (supposedly shared) position, gathering resources the

others had not sought out. In the end, they developed a comprehensive plan for identify-

ing women's work in various arenas and proposed alternative methods of compensation to
be elected by different individuals or communities.

Certainly South Africans demonstrated the value of communities long committed to
working together for the greater good. While we struggle to teach American students the

pleasures and practices of collaboration, I rarely met an African anywhere who did not
1 8 Collaborating with a Difference
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envision a cultural imperative wider than the self. Everyone had survived through commu-

nity. For students, collaborating was a way of life: exchanges of clothing, peers providing

sibling opportunities, four villagers sharing a tiny room assigned to one scholarship
student, craftspeople supporting each other as they traded off a year's schooling. Faculty
automatically shared resources and space and the rare department computer. Even my visit

was shared around to more and more departments requesting workshops on "Collaboration
African Style."

Collaboration, then, is surely a primary means of rendering the very alien academic
world more accessible to those so long denied decent education in South Africa. Applying
this concept to the academic setting could actually relieve students worried about the unfamiliar territory of the university. Africans don't need to be taught the life or learning skill
of collaboration. With far less, they do it far more readily, more naturally than many.

From the beginning I'd wondered how African cultures understand collaboration, how
their educational models (particularly those derived from traditional Western practices)
might use it, how their writing centers might embrace it. What I discovered is that collabo-

ration works much better in South African education than in the United States, precisely
because of cultural practices, including the denial of privilege. Absent the American sense
of entitlement, these students simply shared everything they had- every idea, every strate-

gy, every potential solution. Taken past the burden imposed by an alien and ineffective
model of the individual learner, students could flourish in a social -constructivist world.

Unlike American students (who must get past discomfort with collaboration), they were
unsurprised by the power of community in the making of meaning. And more: perhaps this
very comfort level with collaboration enabled them in the Writing Center to move beyond
safe space at will. Again and again I saw these students slip into the very contact zone Pratt

envisions, engaging in conflicted conversations on meaning emerging from their own
experiences. Confrontation appeared to be expected, difference and disagreement cherished. Of all the things to be learned from South African writing centers, this embracing of

the contact zone is surely the most compelling. Learning how to maintain the writing center as safe house while welcoming confrontation and delaying negotiation might enrich any
center. This is an urgent research topic awaiting further investigation.

New Options , New Questions
In seeking to make my own meaning, I began this research with a lot of questions about
privilege and the sorts of places where writing centers first emerged in the United States.
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To what extent does our privilege improve writing center pedagogy (in givingus space and
time to research the theory behind our practices) ? To what extent does it cut us off from the

experiential base our peer consultants work from? Certainly our students are products of
their cultures as well. I wondered if my own students could ever contemplate a center run
on a moneyless model among people with very little sense of entitlement. What is it writ-

ing centers deliver that is universal? Can it really be made available to large numbers of
students from varied class, race, ethnic, and gender perspectives? In fact, I saw the South

African students functioning in just such a writing center contact zone- even laughing
together over all the mistranslations- but this is a country that has confronted class stratification on a colossal level. They never hesitate to talk about the issues. Near the end of my
visit, I told Andrea Parkerson how moved I was by the laughter and frankness of people like

herself whose lives had been damaged by the ugly facts of apartheid. "Well, I suppose we
learned to manage," she mused, "to do what we could do. After all, because things are bad
does not mean you must lie down in a puddle!"

And so I observed, amazed, the practices of those who make do with what they have.
Essentially, mine was a fact -gathering journey, my own personal immersion program (also
a product of privilege) . My time in Cape Town showed me new levels of writing center com-

plexity and images of multi -cultural community. I heard stories of the anti -apartheid
struggle, met people of color separated from family members because skin tone or mar-

riage had led to reclassification or eviction from neighborhoods and schools. I traveled
throughout a country as staggeringly beautiful as is the courage and spirit of its people. I
learned to enjoy the multiplicity of accents and the embarrassed laugher of students whose

linguistic nuances shattered the intention of writing assignments. I participated in com-

plicated and sometimes hilarious discussions of personality conflicts and Myers -Briggs
variations. And I told my own stories as well.

But the questions still remain. Certainly examining South African writing centers can
teach us something more of our obligations in a global community and of our potentials for
making a difference there. We all benefit from the multiple communities we inhabit. But
how do we infuse that sense of privilege and obligation, of belonging and sharing, back into
the practices of our very busy writing centers? How do we empower peer writing consultants and struggling writers to build and sustain their own ever-widening communities?

Other questions beckon as well. How do we situate ourselves as writing centers, whose
shared philosophies actually open out into a host of particular needs and practices, in the
midst of a global movement? What is our obligation with regard to privilege? Given other
20 Collaborating with a Difference
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obligations, can we manage to follow Grimm's suggestions for dealing with privilege in the
writing center? That is, can we even try "to imagine a practice where social justice replaces

pale versions of fairness" (120)? (Can we afford not to?) Given Internet limitations in cultures lacking equipment and infrastructure, how might we exchange more? How can priv-

ileged centers help more needy ones? How might service learning exchanges be framed?
What might be learned from a systematic study of South African writing centers? Gould

their "code -switching" practices offer insight into work with dialect interference in academic papers? (Of course, University of the Western Gape students live daily with a sense of

diversity and its implications. Despite the patchwork quilt of diversity, students in the
United States still grow up with the image of the melting pot, so that the deep issues of
mother tongue are often overlooked.) Could their shoestring budgets and unfunded centers

offer models for a lean economy? How might the South African generosity of spirit be
translated into institutions elsewhere? What could be learned from weaving the larger concepts of confrontation and eventual mediation into tutor training programs?

Deeper issues plaguing us all require discussion in the global community. Are writing
centers always the oases we claim them to be? One South African lecturer challenged models for collaborative learning, urging instead that we provide formulas: "Give them, say, two

concepts, four examples, and a simple outline to write what's required. They're children
from the homelands, after all; we cannot assume that they have ideas." To what extent are

centers classisi, discouraging messy controversy and promoting middle class values, much

as bell hooks suggests classrooms do? ("Don't argue with me; I know what your teacher
wants," an American peer consultant I was observing once insisted.) How frequently do we

impose "academic expectations" at the expense of student voice? How does that necessity
(if we are to help clients navigate university waters) limit learning? To what extent do we
really stand against hierarchy without imposing a new one? Recently a first -year student
told me he was required to sit for nearly two hours while a peer writing consultant read and
deconstructed the first page of a four-page draft, refusing to read the rest "until you get this

part right." I wondered aloud why the student didn't just leave. "I didn't know I was
allowed," he replied. If Iris Young is right in depicting communication as gift (54), how well
do we cherish it in our centers?

While this thorn tree of issues may portray writing centers at their worst, surely much of

my experience in South African centers points to them at their best. What I saw was the safe
house of a writing center, embedded within the contact zone of cultural necessity. I saw stu-

dents confronting difference in the context of mutual respect. What I brought back was a
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clearer understanding of how writing center
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